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ABSTRACT

developer learning an API (or trying to remember it) can waste a lot
of time combing through a long list of API method names available
on a receiver object. For example, invoking the code completion
on an object of type String in JDK 8 populates a list of 67 possible
methods (and 10 additional methods inherited from superclasses).
The state-of-the-art research in code completion takes advantage
of API usage patterns [7, 12, 36, 44], which researchers mine via the
deterministic algorithms such as frequent itemset mining, pair associations, frequent subsequence or subgraph mining. When a recommendation is requested, these approaches analyze the surrounding
context. If the context matches a previously identified pattern, the
recommender will suggest the rest of the API elements in the pattern.
Other approaches [3, 12, 16, 24, 35, 37, 42, 52] use statistical learning
via language models to recommend the next token, including API
calls. They rely on the regularity of source code [16] and create a
model that statistically learns code patterns from a large corpus. The
model then can predict what token is likely to follow a sequence of
given code elements. A key limitation to the approach is that it is
difficult to determine which tokens belong to a project-specific code
idiom. These tokens produce noise for recommendation.
We present a novel approach to code completion that leverages
the regularity and repetitiveness of software changes [1, 34]. Our
intuition is that when developers make low-level changes, even noncontiguous changes are connected. These connections exist because
the developer made the changes with a higher-level intent in mind
(e.g., adding a loop collector). Grouping fine-grained changes by
higher-level intent allows us to cut through the noise of unrelated
tokens that may surround the recommendation point. To find these
groups of fine-grained changes, we use statistical learning on a large
code change corpus. The changes that belong to higher-level intents
will co-occur more frequently than non-related changes.
Additionally, we also consider the surrounding code context at the
recommendation point. For example, when adding a loop collector,
while the code tokens ‘for’ and ‘HashSet’ were not changed, they are
good indicators for a tool to recognize that high-level intent. Thus,
being aware of the code context, a tool would recommend correctly
the next token, e.g., HashSet.add.
We implemented our approach in a tool, A PI R EC, that computes
the most likely API call to be inserted at the requested location
where an API call would be valid. A PI R EC works in three steps:
(i) it builds a corpus of fine-grained code changes from a training
set, (ii) it statistically learns which fine-grained changes co-occur,
and (iii) it computes and then recommends a new API call at a given
location based on the current context and previous changes.
For the first step, we trained our model on a corpus of fine-grained
code changes from the change commits in 50 open-source projects
from GitHub. A PI R EC iterates over 113,103 commits and detects

Learning and remembering how to use APIs is difficult. While codecompletion tools can recommend API methods, browsing a long list
of API method names and their documentation is tedious. Moreover,
users can easily be overwhelmed with too much information.
We present a novel API recommendation approach that taps into
the predictive power of repetitive code changes to provide relevant API recommendations for developers. Our approach and tool,
A PI R EC, is based on statistical learning from fine-grained code
changes and from the context in which those changes were made.
Our empirical evaluation shows that A PI R EC correctly recommends
an API call in the first position 59% of the time, and it recommends
the correct API call in the top 5 positions 77% of the time. This is
a significant improvement over the state-of-the-art approaches by
30-160% for top-1 accuracy, and 10-30% for top-5 accuracy, respectively. Our result shows that A PI R EC performs well even with a
one-time, minimal training dataset of 50 publicly available projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s programs use Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
extensively: even the “Hello World” program invokes an API method.
One great challenge for software developers is learning and remembering how to use APIs [10, 25, 38, 40, 45].
The state-of-the-practice support for working with APIs comes in
the form of code-completion tools integrated with IDEs [11, 19, 20].
Code completion tools allow a user to type a variable and request
a possible API method call recommendation. Code completion
tools are among the top-5 most used features of IDEs [33]. Still, a
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the differences in 43,538,386 Abstract Syntax Trees (AST) nodes
using the state-of-the-art AST diff tool GumTree [13].
For the second step, we developed an association-based inference
model that learns which changes frequently co-occur in the same
changed file. Additionally, the model operates on the code context
of fine-grained changes (e.g., for loops, preceding method calls).
In the third step, using the change context of previous changes, the
code context of the recommendation point, and the trained inference
model, A PI R EC determines the likelihood of a user inserting an API
method call at this location. If it determines that an API method
insertion is indeed likely, then it returns a list of candidate API calls
ranked by the computed likelihood of being selected by a developer.
To empirically evaluate the usefulness of our approach, we answer
three following research questions.
RQ1: Accuracy How accurate is A PI R EC in suggesting API calls?
RQ2: Sensitivity Analysis How do factors such as the size of
training data, the requested location, the sizes of the change context,
and code context impact accuracy?
RQ3: Running Time What is the running time of A PI R EC?
To answer RQ1 we measure the accuracy of the recommender.
Top-k accuracy measures how likely the correct API is in the first
k recommended APIs. We measure the accuracy in three different
evaluation editions. In the community edition, we first train A PI R EC
on 50 open-source projects and then measure A PI R EC’s accuracy on
a corpus of 8 projects that other researchers [16, 35] have previously
used. In the project edition, we do a 10-fold validation on each of
the 8 above projects. For the user edition, we also do a 10-fold
validation on the same 8 projects as above, but only on the commits
coming from a single user. To answer RQ2, we studied the impact
of several factors on accuracy, e.g., the size of training data, previous
changes, surrounding context, and the location of recommendation
invocation. To answer RQ3, we look at the running time of A PI R EC.
For each evaluation, we compare A PI R EC with the previous stateof-the-art learning approaches: n-gram [42], Bruch et al. [7], and
GraLan [35]. This paper makes the following contributions:
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for (Task t : tasks) {
t .execute();
}

a)

⇓
1
2
3
4
5

Set<TaskResult> results = new HashSet<>();
for (Task t : tasks) {
t .execute();
results.add(t.getResult()) ;
}

b)

Figure 1: A Change Pattern: Adding a Loop Collector
developer introduces a new variable that collects or aggregates the
values processed in a loop. In the example, the fine-grained code
changes include the changes at line 1 and line 4 in Figure 1b. Specifically, the changes at line 1 include the addition of the declaration of
the variable results with the type Set<TaskResult>, and the addition
of its instantiation via new HashSet<>(). Line 4 has the additions
of two method calls results.add() and t.getResult().
Assume that the current editing location is at line 4 of Figure 1b
after a developer has typed the changes at line 1 and the name of
the variable results. (S)he then triggers the code-completion tool.
Here is how different tools respond to their request. The de-facto
modern IDE will present the list of methods and fields of HashSet
in a pre-defined (usually alphabetical) order. (S)he must browse
through a list of 37 methods to find the desired method. Advanced
code completion engines [7, 35, 42] will recommend a list of API
calls based on the API usage patterns that are mined from the code
corpus. There are two common mining strategies. The first strategy
relies on deterministic mining algorithms such as frequent itemset,
common subsequence, or common subgraph mining [7, 36, 44]. The
second one uses statistical learning from code [16, 42, 52]. Both
strategies share the same principle that source code is repetitive [16].
Code suggestion techniques (e.g., n-gram model [16, 52]), which
rely on the code context, identify the context as the sequence of
tokens preceding the variable results (in our example, the sequence
‘t.execute();’). However, this code sequence is specific to this project,
and is not part of any code pattern related to the method add. Thus,
tools based on code patterns might not recommend the correct API
call HashSet.add. More advanced approaches [35, 42], which also
consider program dependencies among the entities (e.g, at line 1 and
line 4), still might not see HashSet.add as a good candidate because
other API calls from HashSet are just as likely to occur.

1. Approach. We present a novel approach that uses statistical learning on fine-grained changes with surrounding code
context to create a new code-completion tool. We set forth a
new direction that takes advantage of the repetiveness of both
source code and fine-grained code changes.
2. Implementation. We implemented our approach in a tool,
A PI R EC, that computes the most likely API method call to be
inserted at the requested location in the code.
3. Empirical Evaluation. Our empirical evaluation on realworld projects shows that A PI R EC has high accuracy in API
code completion: 59.5% top-1 accuracy. This is an improvement over the state-of-the-art approaches: 30–160% for top-1
accuracy. Our evaluation shows that A PI R EC also performs
well even with a one-time, minimal training dataset of 50
publicly available projects. Interestingly, we found that considering code authorship, one could train with less data, yet
achieve higher accuracy than when training with an entire
project. Training the model with the community corpus still
results in higher accuracy than training with the data from the
project or an individual developer. This finding suggests that
developers should obtain a community trained model, and
then further refine it with their own change histories.

Key Ideas
Instead of relying on source code repetitiveness, A PI R EC is based
on code change repetitiveness [34]. Hindle et al. [16] reported that
software exhibits its naturalness: source code has a higher degree of
repetitiveness than natural-language texts. We expect the same principle of naturalness of software [16] to occur on fine-grained code
changes (i.e., naturalness of code changes) since similar changes
may be performed to introduce similar behavior. In our example,
the addition of a new HashSet (generally a Collection) is followed
by the addition of the call HashSet.add on the same variable. Since
A PI R EC observed the addition of a new HashSet in the current
change context, it is able to correctly suggest HashSet.add at line 4.
For A PI R EC to work, we rely on the following key ideas:
1) First, we develop an association-based model to implicitly
capture change patterns, i.e., frequent, co-occurring, fine-grained
code changes in our training data. Our insight for using associations
among fine-grained changes is that such changes in a pattern do
not need to have strict order as required in a traditional n-gram

2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Figure 1 shows a real-world example that we collected from prior
work [34] in mining fine-grained code changes. This is a common
change pattern called Adding a Loop Collector. In this change, a
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establish a strict order, we might not be able to statistically learn
the patterns for recommendation. Moreover, because the atomic
code changes are recovered from the committed changes in a code
repository, we do not have the order in which they were written.

model. For example, HashSet.add could be edited before or after
the addition of the declaration of the HashSet variable.
2) Second, the recent fine-grained code changes in the change
context of the current code lead the trained model to recommend the
next method call (e.g., the addition of a HashSet object often leads to
the call HashSet.add). Moreover, we use the code context surrounding the requested location, which might contain the code tokens that
are part of the change patterns. For example, the token ‘for’ is part
of both the code context and the change pattern of Adding a Loop
Collector because users often collect the elements into a collection
via a for loop. Thus, it helps suggest the method call add at line 4.
3) Third, not all the changes in the current context are useful in
recommendation because they can be project-specific and considered as noise in the change patterns. Recent work [41] confirms
that not all code changes are repetitive. To address this, we rely on
the basis of consensus: given a large number of changes in many
projects, the project-specific changes are less likely to appear frequently than the changes belonging to a higher-level intent pattern.

3.3

D EFINITION 3 (C HANGE C ONTEXT ). The change context is
the bag of fine-grained atomic changes that occurred before the requested change at the current location in the same editing session.
The change context at the underlined location in Figure 1 contains atomic changes at line 1 (partially shown in Table 1), and the
addition of results (not shown for space reason). They are useful
in recommending the method add at line 4. The instantiation of a
HashSet object and the call to the method add are part of a change
pattern. Identifying these changes as the beginning of a pattern helps
A PI R EC recommend the addition of HashSet.add. We also give a
larger weight to the changes made to the program elements that
have data dependencies with the current code element (i.e., results),
because they are more likely to occur together in a change pattern
than other elements with no data dependency. We currently consider
only the dependencies between variables’ definitions and their uses,
and between the method calls on the same variable.

3. DEFINITIONS
3.1

API Call Completion

An API (method) call is a call to an API of an external or internal
library, while a method call is a call to a method within a project.
For brevity, we call both types API calls. We distinguish them if
needed. In traditional code completion, a programmer invokes code
completion by placing a dot after a variable, such as v. A PI R EC
supports any recommendation where the addition of a method call
would result in syntactically correct code. For example, after the =
sign in an assignment, as in v = , it recommends a method call.

3.2

Change Context and Code Context

D EFINITION 4 (C ODE C ONTEXT ). The code context is the
set of code tokens that precede the current editing location within a
certain distance in terms of code tokens.
We obtain the code tokens from the AST. For example, the tokens for, Task, t, tasks, and execute will be used as the code context
to recommend the API call HashSet.add. The rationale is that the tokens surrounding the recommendation point might often go together
with the API call as part of a pattern even though they might not be
recently changed. Thus, the code context helps us recommend the
correct API call. We do not consider separators and punctuation.
For both change and code contexts, we consider the distance and
the scope of a change and token. We attribute a higher impact to the
preceding changes or code tokens that are nearer to the current location. Thus, we give them higher weights in the decision process. We
measure the distance by the number of code tokens in the program.
Since we focus on recommending API calls in a method, we give
higher weights to the changes and code tokens within the method
under edit, and lower weights to the changes/tokens outside of it.

Fine-grained Atomic Code Changes

We represent source code as ASTs to avoid formatting changes
which are not helpful for suggestion. For a changed file, we compare the ASTs before and after the changes to derive the fine-grained
changes. The state-of-the-art differencing tool GumTree [13] is used.
D EFINITION 1 (ATOMIC C HANGE ). A (fine-grained)
atomic change is represented by a triplet of (<operation kind>,
<AST node type>, <label>).
Table 1 shows the atomic changes for the editing scenario in Figure 1. Each atomic change corresponds to a change to an AST node
in the program. We consider each change to be one of the following
operations: change, add, delete, and move. The AST node types
represent the Java AST nodes. The labels represent the textual information of the AST nodes. We only use labels for some types of AST
nodes. For method invocation, simple type, and simple name (of a
method invocation or a simple type), we use the labels to identify
the name of a method or type. We use the name to find change patterns and to recommend. For example, in Table 1, two SimpleTypes
have their labels of Set and TaskResult. We also keep the labels
for boolean constants and the null value. These labels are special
literals that help in detecting change patterns involving those values.
For the AST nodes for which we keep the labels, in addition to node
types and operation kinds, we use the labels when comparing ASTs.

4. CHANGE INFERENCE MODEL
To rank and recommend the candidates of API calls, A PI R EC uses
our association-based change inference model. The model learns
from a fine-grained change corpus to compute the likelihood scores
for each candidate change c to occur at the requested location given
both the change and code contexts. To do that, it computes the
contributions of individual changes and code tokens in the contexts
by counting in the corpus the co-occurrence frequency of each
atomic change in the change context with c and the frequency of each
code token in the code context appearing in the change c. Finally,
the contributed scores are integrated and adjusted via the weighting
factors for the distances between changes and the scope of changes.

4.1

D EFINITION 2 (T RANSACTION ). Atomic changes from the
same changed file in a commit are collected into a transaction.

Model Overview

The goal of our model is to compute the likelihood score that a
change c occurs at the requested location given (i) the fine-grained
code changes in the change context C preceding the current change
c, and (ii) the code tokens of interest in the code context T surrounding the requested location. c is in the form <add, MethodInvocation, methodName> and A PI R EC needs to predict methodName.

We use a bag (or multiset, which allows for multiple instances of
an element) to represent a transaction, rather than a list, since the
atomic changes might be different depending on each programmer,
even though they belong to the same change pattern. Thus, if we
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Table 1: Fine-grained Atomic Code Changes
Ind. Oper. AST Node Type
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
...

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
...

VariableDeclarationStatement (VDS)
ParameterizedType (PT)
SimpleType (ST)
SimpleName (SN)
SimpleType (ST)
SimpleName (SN)
VariableDeclarationFragment (VDF)
...

Label

Content of AST’s Sub-Tree

VariableDeclarationStatement
ParameterizedType
Set
Set
TaskResult
TaskResult
VariableDeclarationFragment
...

Set <TaskResult> results = new HashSet<>();
Set <TaskResult>
Set
Set
TaskResult
TaskResult
results = new HashSet <>();
...

The occurrence likelihood Score(c, (C , T )) of a change c is a
function of c, C , and T . Generally, learning that function from data
is challenging. To make it computable, we assume that both change
and code contexts have independent impacts on the occurrence of
the next token. We denote the impacts of change and code contexts
on the occurrence of c by Score(c, C ) and Score(c, T ), respectively.
We aim to learn the occurrence likelihood Score(c, (C , T )) of change
c in the form of a weighted, linear combination of two impacts:

In maximum entropy [21], the impact of a term on the presence of
another is modeled by a set of constraints. Their intersection is the
set of probability functions that are consistent for all the terms. The
function with the highest entropy in that set is the ME solution [46].
In A PI R EC, because the number of changes in C is usually small,
we do not aim to find the combined estimation. Instead, we estimate
Score(c, ci ) (i.e., the probability that c occurs given that ci occurred)
as the following and then take the product of all scores:

Score(c, (C , T )) = wC × Score(c, C ) + wT × Score(c, T )

Score(c, ci ) ≃ Pr(c|ci ) ≃

where wc and wT are the weights corresponding to the impacts of
contexts. Other types of combinations can be explored in future.
To compute the impact of the change context via Score(c, C )
with C consisting of the atomic changes c1 , c2 , ..., cn , we adapted the
concept of trigger pairs by Rosenfeld [23,46] in language models for
natural-language texts. That is, if a word sequence A is significantly
correlated with another word sequence B, then (A → B) is considered
as a trigger pair. When A occurs before (does not need to be within a
n-gram), it triggers B, causing its probability estimate to change [46].
While Rosenfeld considers words, we consider each of the changes
in the context C as a trigger where the order among ci s is not needed
as explained in Section 2. However, instead of using maximum entropy [21], in A PI R EC, we approximate Score(c, C ) by the product
of each trigger pair Score(c, ci ) i = 1...n because the number of
changes in a change context is much smaller than the number of
words in a document. We then compute each trigger pair Score(c, ci )
via the conditional probability Pr(c|ci ). This probability can be estimated with their association score, i.e., the ratio between the number
of transactions having both changes c and ci over the number of
transactions having ci . Finally, we also incorporate the weights for
distance between the two changes and the scope of a change. We
similarly compute the impact Score(c, T ) of the code context via
the trigger pair Score(c,ti ) with ti is a token in T .

4.2

where N(c, ci ) is the number of transactions in which the changes c
and ci co-appear, and N(ci ) is the number of transactions having ci .
The ratio represents the association score between two changes.
To account for the distance between a change ci and the current
change c and to avoid underflow, we use the logarithmic form:
log(Score(c, ci )) ∝

log(Score(c, ci )) ∝ log Score(cmname |ci ) ≃

log(Score(c, ci )) ∝ log Score(cmname |ci ) ≃

The value of Score(c, C ) represents the impact of the atomic
changes in the change context for predicting c. One could compute:

wscopeci
N(c, ci ) + 1
×log
d(c, ci )
N(ci ) + 1

wscopeci is the weight accounting for the scope of the change ci .
It equals 1 if ci occurs in the current method of c, and equals 0.5
if ci occurs outside of the method. Similarly, we set the values of
the weights wdepci for the changes to code elements having data
dependencies with the current element. Finally, from Equation 2:

(1)

where N(c1 , c2 , ..., cn ) is the number of transactions containing the
changes c1 , c2 , ..., cn , and N(c, c1 , c2 , ..., cn ) is the number of transactions containing the changes c, c1 , c2 , ..., cn including change c.
However, we cannot always compute those numbers. This is
because in the training data, we might not frequently encounter the
cases where those changes occurred in the same transaction. That
is, we might have a small number of such co-appearance. Thus, we
adapted the trigger pair concept to compute Equation 1 as follows.
Score(c, C ) = Score(c, {c1 , c2 , ..., cn })
≃ Score(c, c1 ) × Score(c, c2 ) × ... × Score(c, cn )

1
N(c, ci ) + 1
×log
d(c, ci )
N(ci ) + 1

cmname is an addition of a method call with the name of mname.
To consider the scope of the changes (e.g., the changes outside of
the current method are weighed lower than those occurring inside
it), we set different constants for the weights of the factors:

4.2.1 Computing Score(c, C )

Score(c, C ) = Score(c, {c1 , c2 , ..., cn }) =

1
N(c, ci ) + 1
× log
d(c, ci )
N(ci ) + 1

where d(c, ci ) is the distance between c and ci , which is measured
as the number of tokens in the code between the two tokens corresponding to the two changed nodes of c and ci . We sort the changes
ci according to their distances to c. The smaller the distance, the
higher the change ranks. Then, we use the rank for a change ci as its
distance d(c, ci ). The log form is to avoid underflow in computation.
Because c = <add, MethodInvocation, methodName> and we
want to recommend an addition of a method invocation, the method
name (denoted by mname) is the only variable in c. Thus, we have

Details on Model Computation

N(c,c1 ,c2 ,...,cn )
N(c1 ,c2 ,...,cn )

N(c, ci ) + 1
N(ci ) + 1

log(Score(c, C )) ∝ log(Score(cmname , C ))
≃ log(Score(c, c1 )) + log(Score(c, c2 )) + ... + log(Score(c, cn ))
w
×wdepci
N(c,ci )+1
ci
≃ ∑i=1..n scoped(c,c
× log N(c )+1
i)
i
(3)

4.2.2 Computing Score(c, T )
We estimate the likelihood score Score(c, T ) of c given the code
context T in the same manner as the computation for the score

(2)
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Score(c, C ). Score(c, T ) is estimated according to:

Table 2: Example of Score Calculation for Candidates (bold are
highest component scores, see operation notations in Table 1)

log(Score(c, T )) ∝ log(Score(cmname , T ))
≃ log(Score(c,t1 )) + log(Score(c,t2 )) + ... + log(Score(c,tm ))
w
×wdepti
N(c,ti )+1
ti
≃ ∑i=1..m scoped(c,t
× log N(t )+1
i)
i
(4)
In this formula:
1. t1 ,t2 , ...,tm are m code tokens of interest in the code context.
2. Score(c,ti ) is the likelihood score that the code token ti in the
surrounding context (e.g., the token for) indicates the occurrence the
change c (e.g., the addition of HashSet.add).
3. wscopeti is the weight on the scope of the token ti . It equals 1 if
ti is within the current method of c, and equals 0.5 if ti is outside.
4. d(c,ti ) is the distance between the token ti and the requested
location. It is computed similarly as d(c, ci ).
5. N(c,ti ) is the number of transactions in which the token ti is in
the nearby code context of the change c in the change history. N(ti )
the number of transactions in which ti appeared.
From Formulas 3 and 4, we compute Score(c, C ) and Score(c, T ).

Ind. <Operation,Type,Label>
c1
c2
c3
c4
...
c11
...
c13

Add, VDS, VDS
Add, PT, PT
Add, ST, Set
Add, SN, SN
...
Add, ST, HashSet
...
Add, ES, ES

0.02
0.01
0.20
0.01
...
0.22
...
0.02

Learning Change and Code Co-occurrences

According to Formulas 3 and 4, to be able to compute Score(c, C )
and Score(c, T ), A PI R EC needs to learn three types of parameters:
1) the numbers of (co-)occurrences of the fine-grained atomic
changes, i.e., N(c, ci ) and N(ci ) in Formula 3
2) the numbers of (co-)occurrences of atomic changes and code
tokens of interest, i.e., N(c,ti ) and N(ti ) in Formula 4.
3) The weights wC and wT , one of which we fix by using wC +
wT = 1.
We use hill-climbing adaptive learning [50] to learn the value
for wC from a training set. The idea of the training algorithm to
adjust that weight is via gradient descent as follows. First, it is
initialized with a value. We train on (k − 1) folds and test on one fold.
The parameters of the trained model is used to estimate the scores
Score(c, C ) and Score(c, T ). The combined score is computed
with the current value of the weight wC . The candidates for c are
ranked. We compute the goal function MAP (mactual , Plist ) between
the list of predicted method calls, Plist , and the actual one, mactual .
The weight is then adjusted. The process is repeated. Finally, the
optimal weight corresponding to the highest value of MAP is used.

API Call Recommendation

After all above parameters were trained, we use the Formulas 3
and 4 with all the occurrence counts obtained during training to
estimate the likelihood of a change c, i.e., an addition of a method
invocation with the method name mname. We compute the occurrence likelihood for all candidate changes in the vocabulary that
satisfy the following: (i) it is an addition of a method invocation,
and (ii) it has appeared in at least one transaction with at least one
change in c1 , ..., cn , or in at least one transaction with at least one
token in t1 , ...,tm . The second condition avoids the trivial cases of
zero occurrences. Finally, we rank the candidates by their scores.
Let us explain this computation using the example in Figure 1. Let
us assume that the programmer finishes the changes and stops right
after typing the variable results at line 4 of Figure 1b. They request
A PI R EC to complete the code with an API method invocation. Our
goal is to recommend a method call for the variable results.
Table 2 shows the computation of the scores. All the atomic
changes that preceded the current location are collected into the

0.01
0.02
0.11
0.01
...
0.12
...
0.02

0.02
0.02
0.13
0.02
...
0.12
...
0.01

0.02
0.03
0.08
0.01
...
0.09
...
0.02

0.03
0.02
0.10
0.01
...
0.09
...
0.01

Score(a candidate given ti )

Token, FOR, for
Token, Type, Task
Token, Var, t
...
Token, MI, execute

0.15
0.00
0.00
...
0.00

0.01
0.00
0.00
...
0.00

0.13
0.00
0.00
...
0.00

0.02
0.00
0.00
...
0.00

Combined score

0.40

0.20

0.24

0.11 0.13

1

3

2

Rank

Before A PI R EC can recommend API calls, we must first train it.
We will explain how we train and use the model for recommendation.

5.2

add remove contains addAll clear

Ind. <Token, Type, Label>
t1
t2
t3
...
t6

5. TRAINING AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1

Score(a candidate given ci )

Candidates

5

0.02
0.00
0.00
...
0.00
4

change context c1 , c2 , ..., c13 (assume that in this example, there are
no other changes outside of the method). The tokens prior to the
current location are considered including t1 ,t2 , ...,t6 (i.e., the code
context). The token types and labels are presented in Table 2.
The candidate method invocations that satisfy the above conditions (i) and (ii) are listed in the columns including the method calls
add, remove, contains, addAll, and clear.
The scores in Table 2 shows the likelihood scores Score(c, ci )
(representing how likely the change c occurs given ci occurred in the
change context of interest) and Score(c,ti ) (representing how likely
the change c occurs given the token ti appear in the code context).
Score(c, ci ) and Score(c,ti ) are computed by Formulas 3 and 4.
For example, the scores for the candidates with respect to the previous change c3 (<Add, ST, Set>: adding a simple type Set) and to
the previous change c11 (<Add, ST, HashSet>: adding a simple type
HashSet) are higher than others since in the training data, the changes
involving adding a variable with the type Set or HashSet often cooccur with the changes involving the add method of the variable
of that type. That is, the change pattern consists of an addition of
a variable of the type Set or HashSet followed by an addition of a
call to the add method of that variable. Both of the scores for Set
and HashSet are high, since in the training data, programmers might
declare the type of HashSet in some cases, and that of Set in others.
The scores for the candidates with respect to the prior tokens are
computed similarly. For example, in Table 2, the scores for the candidates with respect to the token ‘for’ is higher than those of the other
tokens because a ‘for’ iteration and the API method call HashSet.add
is part of the change pattern Adding a Loop Collector.
Among the candidate method calls, (more precisely, the candidate
changes with the change kind of add and the change AST node of
MethodInvocation), the method call add has the highest scores. This
is reasonable because programmers often use the method to collect
elements into a collection via a loop. Finally, the combined score
for each candidate API call is computed according to the Formulas 3
and 4. The method call add is ranked highest when other factors
such as distance, scope, and dependency are considered as well.

6. EMPIRICAL METHODOLOGY
To evaluate A PI R EC, we answer the following research questions:
RQ1: Accuracy How accurate is A PI R EC when recommending
API calls? How does its accuracy compare to the state-of-the-art ap-
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proaches Bruch et al. [7] (set-based approach on code only, available
as an advanced feature [12] in Eclipse), n-gram [42] (sequence-based
statistical approach with program dependencies), and GraLan [35]
(statistical learning without modeling changes)?
RQ2: Sensitivity Analysis How do factors such as the size of
training data, the requested location, the sizes of the change context
and code context impact accuracy?
RQ3: Running Time What is the running time of A PI R EC?

6.1

Table 3: Collected Data on Fine-grained Code Changes
Large Corpus Community Corpus
Projects
Total source files
Total SLOCs
Number of commits
Total changed files
Total AST nodes of changed files

Corpora

Total changed AST nodes
Total detected changes
Total detected changes with JDK APIs

We compiled two disjunct corpora to train and test A PI R EC.
Large Corpus. This corpus consists of 50 randomly selected
Java projects from Github that have long development histories
(+1,000 commits each). Table 3 shows the number of commits
contained in this corpus. Based on previous research [6], in order to
avoid large commit size, we do not select repositories which were
migrated to GitHub from a centralized version control system. We
extract the atomic changes from all the commits in the corpus. To
do this, we iterate over all the files in all the commits. We then
use GumTree [13] to compute the atomic changes (see definition in
Section 3.2) between the before and after versions of each file.
Community Corpus. This smaller corpus contains eight projects
from GitHub that have been used by previous researchers [16, 35].
The third column in Table 3 lists the statistics about this corpus. We
extract atomic changes from this corpus in the same manner.

6.2

8
8,561
1,331,240

113,103
471,730
714,622,846

18,233
63,962
86,297,938

43,538,386
1,915,535
788,741

4,487,479
252,522
117,481

context to recommend the candidate list L of API calls. If the method
m (the API call from the oracle) is in the top k positions of the list L
of API calls, we count it as a hit for top-k accuracy. Otherwise, it
is a miss. The top-k accuracy for a project is calculated as the ratio
between the number of hits over the total number of hits and misses.
Model Parameters. A PI R EC has two parameters: the weights
wC and wT for the change and code contexts. However, we use
adaptive learning [50] to learn the optimal weights wC and wT
from a training data (Section 5.1). The other parameters are wscopeci ,
wscopeti , wdepci , and wdepti , which are the weights for the scopes
and dependencies of the elements in the two contexts in relation
to the prediction point. Since we focus on recommending the API
call in the current method, we use two levels of weights for the
contexts inside and outside of the containing method, and two levels
of weights for having or not having data dependencies (Section 4).

Evaluation Setup

We aim to investigate the foundation of our hypothesis, the repetitiveness of changes. We posit that changes performed on different
projects and by different programmers have different degrees of
repetitiveness. Thus, to evaluate the impact that the project’s culture
and individual developer’s habits play, we designed three scenarios:
Community Edition. We trained A PI R EC with the Large Corpus
and then we tested it against the Community Corpus.
Project Edition. For each project in the Community Corpus, we
trained A PI R EC on the first 90% of commits, and then we tested on
the remaining 10% of commits (10-fold validation).
User Edition. This is similar to the Project Edition scenario, but
we only used the commits from one user from each project. We
selected the user who authored the most commits in each project.

6.3

50
48,699
7,642,422

7. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
7.1

Accuracy: Community Edition

In this experiment, we evaluate A PI R EC’s recommendation accuracy when it is trained on the Large Corpus and tested on the Community Corpus. We compare A PI R EC with the state-of-the-art API
completion approach by Raychev et al. [42]. We implemented their
n-gram API recommendation model according to the description in
their paper. We also compare A PI R EC with Bruch et al. [7] (which
uses association among APIs in a set for recommendation), and
with GraLan [35], a graph-generative model. We trained all those
n-gram-based, set-based, and graph-based models with the source
code of the entire last snapshots of the projects in the Large Corpus.
We compared the approaches in two settings: 1) on all APIs in all
libraries in the corpora, and 2) on the APIs of the JDK library.

Procedure, Metrics, and Settings

To measure A PI R EC’s accuracy, we reenact real-world code evolution scenarios. We use the real API calls from the corpora as the
“oracle” for determining the correct recommendation.
For each transaction we choose an atomic change to be used as
the prediction point. The prediction point represents the change that
A PI R EC will try to predict. This mimics real development where a
developer has typed part of the changes in a commit, and at some
point, they invoke A PI R EC. We used the following procedure to
choose the prediction point. First, we order the atomic changes in
the transaction according to their locations in the file. Let n be the
transaction’s size, i.e. it contains n changes. We assume the change
is at different positions l = 1...n to study the impact of the prediction
point on accuracy. If the change at position l is the addition of an API
call m, we will use m as a prediction point. Otherwise, we will check
the atomic change at l + 1 and so on until we encounter a method
addition. If no such change is found, we skip that transaction.
We use the atomic changes in the current transaction preceding
the prediction point m as the change context. We collect all the code
tokens prior to m in the current file as the code context. The changes
and code tokens that are outside of the method containing m are
assigned lower weights (Section 4). We invoke A PI R EC with this

7.1.1 Accuracy Comparison for General API calls
A PI R EC is a statistical, data-driven approach, which could not
predict an API call that it has not seen in the training data. This
is often referred to as out-of-vocabulary (OOV). An API call is
considered to be OOV if it is neither declared nor used in the training
data, but is in the testing data. This can occur when A PI R EC is
trained on the Large Corpus, but is tested on the Community Corpus.
For a fair comparison, we measured in-vocabulary accuracy (IN)
of A PI R EC and three above approaches (Figure 2). To compute invocabulary accuracy, we followed the same procedure as explained
earlier except when we search for the prediction point we only stop
when we find an API call m′ that previously appeared in the training
data (in our vocabulary). If we cannot find m′ in our training data,
we skip the current transaction and continue. Thus, A PI R EC only
tried to predict methods which it had previously seen.
In this experiment, we used A PI R EC to predict the middle point of
the change transaction l = ⌊n/2⌋ + 1. The total number of recommendations for a project appears in parentheses after the project name.
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Figure 2: API Recommendation Accuracy for Community Edition (%) per Project (the parentheses are the number of recommendations)
A PI R EC outperforms others across the board. At Top-1, it is
better from 30–160%, and at Top-5 from 20–30%.
A PI R EC achieves high accuracy. Top-1 is correct in 44.2–59.5%
of the cases (IN). Top-5 accuracy is as high as 83.6% (IN).
We investigated the differences in accuracy between the approaches.
We found that n-gram model requires strict, unnecessary ordering
between API calls. For example, in HashMap, clone→put→remove
and clone→remove→put are not considered as the same pattern by
n-gram. Thus, clone→put cannot be used to recommend remove. In
contrast, a clone was changed/added together with an addition of
either a put or a remove. A PI R EC uses the context with the modification/addition of clone to recommend either put or remove. That is,
the atomic changes for the same high-level intent often co-occur in
the same transaction (e.g., the tasks “clone a hash map and add to it”
or “clone a hash map and remove from it”).
Bruch et al. [7] does not consider the order of API calls for recommendation. This could lead to more noise due to its use of different
subsets of API calls for recommendation. In contrast, GraLan uses
partial orders among API calls, leading to better performance. For
example, clone→put→remove and clone→remove→put belong to a
pattern that clone appears before others, but there is no strict order
between put and remove. A PI R EC has higher top-k accuracy than
GraLan for small ks. There are two reasons: 1) A PI R EC relies on the
repeated changes that a user has with high-level intents (e.g. adding
a loop collector) that connect the fine-grained changes logically; and
2) A PI R EC’s consideration of the impacts of the distance between
context changes and the recommendation location (nearby changes
or code tokens are better for recommendation). Their accuracies are
comparable for larger ks as more candidates are considered.

7.1.2 Accuracy Comparison for JDK
In this section, we evaluate A PI R EC’s accuracy in recommending
a specific API library (in contrast to general API calls). We chose
JDK for this experiment since it is frequently used in Java programs.
We followed a similar evaluation procedure as before. However,
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while selecting the prediction point, we search for a method m that
belongs to the JDK library after the location l. That is, the actual
change must be the addition of a method call from JDK. We skip
the transaction if we do not find such a method.
Table 4 shows the accuracy comparison. The accuracy for recommending API calls in JDK is high. In 56.4–74.3% of the cases,
A PI R EC can correctly recommend the JDK method call as the top
recommendation. In 76.1-89.8% of the recommendation cases, the
actual JDK method call is in the top five candidates.
The accuracy in all the projects is higher than those for recommending general API calls (Figure 2). This is expected since JDK is
popular. With the 50 projects for training, all the JDK API calls are
in the vocabulary (IN). At Top-1, A PI R EC improves over n-gram by
200%, over Bruch et al.’s by 170%, and over GraLan by 120%.

7.2

Accuracy: Project Edition

In this experiment, we aimed to evaluate the impact of project’s
culture on A PI R EC’s accuracy. We trained/tested it on the finegrained changes of the same project. For comparison, we used the
testing projects in the community edition. However, for each project,
we sorted all the commits in the chronological order. We then used
the oldest 90% of the project commits for training A PI R EC and the
10% most recent commits for recommendation.
Tables 5 and 6 show accuracy results for the project edition setting
for recommending general and JDK API calls. The changes in
individual projects do not repeat as much as those across projects.
Thus, the accuracy is generally lower than those in the community
edition (comparing Table 5 and Figure 2, Tables 6 and 4).
Since JDK is a popular Java library, the code changes involving
JDK APIs still occur and repeat more frequently than the projectspecific method calls. Thus, the accuracy in recommending JDK
APIs is higher than the accuracy in recommending general API calls
(comparing Tables 5 and 6). Note that, in this experiment, with our
training projects, all JDK API calls are in the vocabulary. Thus,
Table 6 only contains the result for A PI R EC.in.

Table 4: JDK Recommendation Accuracy for Community Edition (%) (No OOV APIs in JDK library in this experiment)
System
Galaxy
(6,956)

Model
A PI R EC
n-gram
Bruch et al.
GraLan
log4j
A PI R EC
(5,679) n-gram
Bruch et al.
GraLan
spring
A PI R EC
(9,885) n-gram
Bruch et al.
GraLan
antlr4
A PI R EC
(11,150) n-gram
Bruch et al.
GraLan
JGit
A PI R EC
(9,075) n-gram
Bruch et al.
GraLan
Froyo-E A PI R EC
(5,568) n-gram
Bruch et al.
GraLan
Grid-S
A PI R EC
(9,215) n-gram
Bruch et al.
GraLan
Itext
A PI R EC
(6,427) n-gram
Bruch et al.
GraLan

Top1
66.8
17.6
19.7
25.1
57.3
15.5
22.7
29.5
61.1
19.1
24.6
29.4
67.9
22.8
24.7
30.3
73.4
17.6
23.1
27.5
74.3
39.9
26.1
32.4
61.6
22.3
25.3
27.6
56.4
31.4
25.7
32.9

Top2
78.0
23.5
32.9
42.1
70.7
21.2
36.9
41.7
70.6
24.8
38.2
42.1
81.9
30.9
50.6
76.1
82.6
25.0
37.5
35.9
81.7
46.7
43.3
45.5
80.2
27.7
41.6
42.4
76.5
37.5
44.3
44.7

Top3
80.9
26.1
41.9
59.0
72.6
25.4
45.4
48.3
76.1
27.5
47.7
50.2
83.6
34.7
65.3
80.5
85.1
28.3
48.8
48.4
84.5
48.5
53.8
55.1
88.0
29.9
54.3
68.9
77.5
40.8
53.5
53.4

Top4
82.1
29.1
47.0
68.8
75.0
29.2
52.5
53.3
77.4
29.8
55.1
56.7
84.0
37.6
72.2
81.7
85.9
31.0
54.9
57.3
85.6
51.6
63.8
63.5
88.8
32.2
62.5
82.9
79.5
44.0
60.0
61.5

Top5
82.6
31.9
52.1
74.0
76.1
31.7
57.1
57.8
79.0
32.3
57.8
60.8
84.5
39.5
74.6
82.7
86.0
33.0
59.1
65.2
86.0
54.9
67.8
75.8
89.8
34.2
64.5
83.9
80.1
47.9
63.9
66.5

Table 6: JDK Recommendation Accuracy for the Project Edition (%) (No OOV APIs in JDK library in this experiment)

Top10
85.6
39.3
58.7
84.9
78.4
37.8
64.6
76.0
80.6
40.0
70.9
75.9
85.5
46.9
78.6
87.2
87.7
40.8
66.3
85.6
89.8
60.4
80.6
90.4
91.1
42.5
67.6
90.8
81.5
55.6
78.7
80.1

System
Galaxy

Model
Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5 Top10
A PI R EC 31.4 38.7 42.2 45.7 49.9 63.7

log4j

A PI R EC 24.2

34.4

38.5

41.1

42.9

51.5

spring

A PI R EC 34.3

47.0

52.6

53.7

55.0

59.5

antlr4

A PI R EC 24.8

24.8

24.8

33.4

33.6

33.6

JGit

A PI R EC 16.5

20.6

28.7

30.3

32.3

57.6

Froyo-E A PI R EC 22.6

33.6

46.8

53.4

55.2

61.9

Grid-S

A PI R EC 60.0

68.6

75.6

76.7

77.0

80.4

Itext

A PI R EC 33.7

48.5

50.7

51.7

53.9

62.6

Table 7: API Recommendation Accuracy for User Edition (%)
System
User
Galaxy (6956)
dandiep (864)
log4j (5,679)
ceki (967)
spring (9,885) jhoeller (2,542)
antlr4 (11,150)
parrt (1,412)
JGit (9,075)
spearce (938)
Froyo-E (5,568) mblank (946)
Grid-S (9,215) novotny (2,613)

Top1
27.0
27.6
9.5
57.0
26.1
23.3
34.4

Top2
46.5
37.4
14.8
65.8
45.3
32.7
40.3

Top3
49.2
42.2
17.5
68.3
70.1
38.7
43.6

Top4
53.0
43.1
18.7
68.9
70.3
40.0
44.6

Top5 Top10
55.8 60.7
47.5 59.4
27.3 30.0
69.9 76.2
76.3 81.3
49.3 58.7
44.8 45.2

System
Galaxy
(6,956)

Model
Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5 Top10
A PI R EC.oov 11.1 20.3 23.9 30.3 35.4 51.9
A PI R EC.in
11.2 21.9 25.7 30.0 36.0 48.8

log4j
(5,679)

A PI R EC.oov 15.4
A PI R EC.in
18.1

26.0
29.7

32.6
36.2

35.2
39.1

37.5
42.1

40.9
45.8

commits. A user makes up a significant part of each project, ranging
from 10% to 28% of all commits in a single project. To compare
results, we used the same projects as the Project Edition. We used
the same sorting technique so that 90% of the commits were used for
training, and the most recent 10% were used for recommendation.
Table 7 shows the result for the user with most commits from
each project. When compared with Figure 2 and Table 4, accuracy
in the User Edition is lower than that in Community Edition. We
expect this result because more training should yield better results.
Interestingly, the User Edition’s accuracy generally is higher than
that of Project Edition. For the data we randomly selected, each user
commits to only one project. This leads us to infer that there is a
subset of the training data that is more important. Considering code
authorship, we could train with less data, yet have more precise
results than when training with the entire project.

spring
(9,885)

A PI R EC.oov 18.5
A PI R EC.in
21.7

23.5
29.7

26.1
32.9

26.8
33.4

28.0
34.4

31.5
40.2

7.4

antlr4
A PI R EC.oov 11.1
11.1
(11,150) A PI R EC.in

11.3
11.1

12.7
12.7

20.7
20.7

21.2
21.2

21.2
21.2

JGit
(9,075)

A PI R EC.oov 7.0
A PI R EC.in
7.2

18.1
20.6

21.2
22.5

23.3
24.0

26.8
27.1

41.4
42.3

FroyoEmail

A PI R EC.oov 12.7
A PI R EC.in
13.8

19.2
20.7

22.8
25.7

27.8
28.9

31.2
31.9

38.6
39.4

GridSphere

A PI R EC.oov 33.1
A PI R EC.in
41.4

42.9
45.8

48.3
51.0

49.2
51.6

49.8
51.9

55.0
58.7

Itext
(6,427)

A PI R EC.oov 9.6
A PI R EC.in
14.0

18.2
23.7

18.8
24.2

21.6
27.4

22.9
30.2

25.6
33.7

Table 5: API Recommendation Accuracy - Project Edition (%)

As with all statistical learning methods, A PI R EC’s results are affected by the sufficiency of the training data. Thus, we evaluated to
what extent OOV impacts A PI R EC’s accuracy. We chose a random
project, Froyo-Email, from the Community Corpus. We conducted
two executions with two experimental procedures to compare accuracy when OOV occurs and does not occur. In the first execution,
we followed the same procedure in Section 6.3 to measure top-k
accuracy. For this study, we use the prediction point at the middle
of a transaction, i.e., l = ⌊n/2⌋ + 1. When an API call is OOV,
we counted it as a miss. In the second execution, we followed the
same procedure to measure in-vocabulary accuracy as described in
Section 7.1.1. To be able to compare against the two runs, A PI R EC
made exactly 5,568 recommendations in each execution.
Table 8 shows the top-k accuracy for the two cases. Even with
the OOV issue, A PI R EC is able to achieve high accuracy. With a
single recommendation, it is able to correctly recommend the API
call in almost 45% of the cases. In 56.8% of the cases, the actual
call is in the list of only five candidates. A PI R EC’s accuracy is even
higher if trained with enough API calls (the IN case). Here, it is
able to correctly recommend the call with a single recommended
candidate in almost 60% of the cases. In 75% of the cases, it
correctly recommends the call with only five candidate APIs.

Table 5 shows that the values for A PI R EC.in are slightly higher
than those for A PI R EC.oov. This is reasonable since most used
method calls existed. Thus, if we use a change history in a project
covering as many project-specific methods as possible, A PI R EC can
be used to recommend the calls to those methods. The same trends
apply for top-k accuracy numbers for other models (not shown in
Table 5). A PI R EC outperforms the other models across the board.

7.3

Sensitivity Analysis: Out-Of-Vocabulary
Data

Accuracy: User Edition

In this experiment, we evaluate how A PI R EC performs when
being trained only on the commits from a single user. From each
project in the test corpus, we selected the user who has the most
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Table 8: Impact of OOV on Recommendation Accuracy (%)
Top-1 Top-2 Top-3 Top-4 Top-5 Top-10
OOV
IN

44.8
59.5

51.6
67.1

54.7
71.7

55.9
73.0

56.8
75.0

62.5
81.2

Figure 4: Impact of Code Context’s Size on Accuracy
Table 9: Impact of Recommendation Points on Accuracy (%)
Location Top-1 Top-2 Top-3 Top-4 Top-5

Figure 3: Impact of Change Context’s Size on Accuracy

1st quartile 64.18 75.10 77.69 80.20 82.17
middle point 64.24 75.27 77.70 80.26 82.20
3rd quartile 67.00 75.45 77.96 80.33 82.36

When A PI R EC uses in-vocabulary elements, it makes better recommendations ranging from 14.5% to 18.7% improvements in accuracy. We measured the OOV rate, defined as the percentage of
predicted API call in the Community Corpus that are not contained
in the Large Corpus. The OOV rate for Froyo-Email project is 28.1%,
a lower bound of the loss in accuracy. This result shows that OOV
has impact on accuracy. This is expected because as a learning
model, A PI R EC needs to observe the API calls to recommend them.

7.5

part of a transaction from 1st to 3rd quartile point. This is expected
because A PI R EC collects more prior changes in the change context.

7.7

We want to analyze the impact of the size of the training dataset of
fine-grained changes on accuracy with the test project, antlr, in the
Community Corpus. We built 6 training datasets by increasing their
sizes with additional projects in GitHub from 50 to 300 projects. We
ran A PI R EC for each dataset (Table 10). As seen, top-1 accuracy
increases from 57.3 to 58.6% with more training data. As expected,
larger training data sets perform better, however the improvements
are small. This shows that a minimum training set of 50 projects
produces good results. Results get stable when we use +300 projects.

Sensitivity Analysis: Change Context and
Code Context

A PI R EC relies on both change and code contexts in recommendation. Thus, we also conducted an experiment to measure the impact
of the size of the change context (number of changes) and that of
the code context (number of code tokens) preceding the prediction
point. We randomly chose a project, antlr, in Community Corpus.
We varied the contexts’ sizes and measured in-vocabulary accuracy.
Figures 3 and 4 show accuracy with various sizes of either contexts. As seen, when increasing either context’s size, accuracy improves. However, the impact on accuracy for the size of the change
context is higher when considering small sizes. For example, increasing the change context’s size from 1 to 10, top-1 accuracy improves
34%, while increasing the code context’s size from 1 to 10, accuracy
improves only 3-5%. Thus, adding more changes to the context
helps connect better the changes in a high-level intent, leading to
higher accuracy. The increase is smaller when adding more code
tokens to the code context. When contexts’ sizes are greater than
15 (15 prior changes or tokens), accuracy improves only slightly
since the information needed to correctly recommend was sufficient.
Thus, we chose 10 as the default sizes for both contexts. This result
also shows that A PI R EC maintains reasonably high accuracy with
small sizes of contexts of prior changes and code tokens.

7.6

Sensitivity Analysis: Training Data’s Size

7.8

Running Time

All experiments were run on a computer with Xeon E5-2620
2.1GHz (configured with 1 thread and 32GB RAM). The time complexity is reported in Table 11. The training time is significant, but
training can be done off-line for our model. The recommendation
time is short (<1 second per recommendation), thus A PI R EC is
suitable to be interactively used in an IDE.

7.9

Threats to Validity

Our corpus in Java only might not be representative. For different
projects with different OOV rates, the results vary. For comparison,
we ran all approaches on the same dataset and measured IN accuracy.
We also evaluated the impact of OOV data (Section 7.4). We do not
have the tool in Raychev et al. [42] (it is not publicly available), but
we carefully followed the approach described in the paper.
The simulated procedure in our evaluation is not true editing. The
choice of the prediction point at the middle of a change transaction
could affect the accuracy as seen in Section 7.6. However, it is
representative as it achieves neither the best nor the worst accuracy.
The study on usefulness needs to involve human subjects, and will
be part of our future work. The results for JDK might be different for
other libraries. But A PI R EC is general for any library and language.

Sensitivity Analysis: Prediction Locations

Because A PI R EC is also based on the change context, i.e., prior
changes, selecting a prediction point among n changes in a transaction might have impact on accuracy. Thus, we conducted another
experiment to measure that. We first chose a random project, JGit,
from the Community Corpus after training A PI R EC on the Large
Corpus. We chose a prediction point at three locations among n
changes in a transaction: the first quartile point l1 = ⌊n/4⌋ + 1,
the middle point l2 = ⌊n/2⌋ + 1, and the third quartile point l3 =
⌊3 ∗ n/4⌋ + 1. We followed the same procedure to measure top-k
accuracy. We used the in-vocabulary setting.
Table 9 shows the accuracy with different prediction locations.
As seen, accuracy slightly increases if we move the point to a later

8. DISCUSSION
8.1

Limitations

Our approach also has shortcomings. First, out-of-vocabulary is
an issue. However, as seen, even with only 50 projects in the pres-
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9. RELATED WORK

Table 10: Impact of Training Data’s Size on Accuracy (%)

Code and API completion based on statistical language models.
Hindle et al. [16] use the n-gram model [26] on code tokens to show
that source code has high repetitiveness, and then use it to recommend the next token. Tu et al. [52] enhance n-grams with caching of
recently seen tokens. Raychev et al. [42] and GraLan were explained
earlier. White et al. [53] applied RNN LM on code tokens to achieve
higher accuracy than n-gram. Mou et al. [32]’s tree-based convolutional neural network is applied to source code to recommend
syntactic units. Allamanis et al. [4] use bimodal modeling for short
texts and code snippets. Maddison and Tarlow [24] use probabilistic
context free grammars and neural-probabilistic language models
for source code. NATURALIZE [1] learns coding conventions to
recommend identifier names and formatting conventions.
In comparison to those statistical approaches, A PI R EC has key
differences. First, they are based on the principle of code repetitiveness, while A PI R EC relies on the repetitiveness of fine-grained code
changes. Second, A PI R EC is tailored toward method invocation
recommendation including API calls. Other models, except GraLan
and Raychev et al. [42], are either for general tokens [16, 37, 52]
or for special-purpose recommendations (e.g. AST structures [24],
coding conventions [1], or methods/classes’ names [2]).
Code and API completion based on mined patterns. Bruch et
al. [7] propose best-matching neighbor algorithm for code completion that uses as features the set of API calls of the current variable
v and the names of the methods using v. The set features in the
current code is matched against those in the codebase. Grapacc [36]
mines patterns as graphs and matches them against the current code.
Robbes and Lanza [44] improve code completion using recent modified/inserted code during an editing session. We train our model on
change histories, rather than the editing changes in a session.
There exist other deterministic approaches to improve code completion and code search by using editing history [18, 22, 44], cloned
code [15], API examples, and documentation [8, 27, 28, 30, 31, 49],
structural context [17, 29], parameter filling [5, 54], interactive code
generation [39], specifications [43, 48], documentation [28], type
information [47], Feature Requests [51]. APIExplorer [9] leverages
structural relations between APIs to facilitate their discoverability.

Number of projects Top-1 Top-2 Top-3 Top-4 Top-5
DataSet-1 (50)
DataSet-2 (100)
DataSet-3 (150)
DataSet-4 (200)
DataSet-5 (250)
DataSet-6 (300)

57.3
57.7
58.3
58.5
58.6
58.6

71.3
71.4
71.9
72.7
72.9
73.0

73.3
73.7
74.5
75.0
75.2
75.3

74.5
74.5
75.6
75.8
75.9
75.9

75.2
75.3
76.2
76.6
76.7
76.8

Table 11: Performance
Cross Project
Storage
Training time
Recommendation time Avg
Max

Within Project

680 Mbytes 10 - 30 Mbytes
15 hrs (50 projs)

10 - 30 min

0.6 sec/change 0.2 sec/change
2s/change
1 sec/change

ence of OOV, A PI R EC’s accuracy is high. Moreover, if trained with
sufficient data, A PI R EC performs better than existing approaches
(in-vocabulary accuracy). Second, using the file level as the scope
for transactions may also lead to a loss of accuracy. However, the
majority of change patterns appear in the same file [34]. In some
cases files may contain tangled changes: changes from multiple
tasks that are committed together [14]. This can introduce noise
while learning, as spurious changes would be associated with a pattern. We also miss changes that span across files but are part of the
same pattern. Finally, we handle code context by finding the associations between code tokens in transactions. A potential alternative
is the combination between A PI R EC and a language model for code
(e.g., GraLan [35], cache model [52] or RNN LM [53]).

8.2

Implications

We group implications by three categories of audiences: developers, tool builders, and researchers.
Developers. A PI R EC is data-driven, so choosing the right training corpus is important. Our results suggest that training on the
Community Corpus leads to higher accuracy than when training on
a project. When training and testing on changes of one user, the accuracy was between that of the Community Corpus and each project.
Even though the Project Edition results are not directly comparable to the other two (because the user commits are fewer than the
projects), the results suggest that with a user-specific change history,
the user-trained model achieves better accuracy. The implication
is that users should obtain a community trained model, and then
further refine it with their own changes.
Tool Builders. Section 7.8 shows that a challenge when using
statistical learning recommenders is the long training time for the
model. The problem can be mitigated in different ways. First, the
community models can be trained by the tool vendors and offered
with the tool. Second, the user’s continuous integration server can
incrementally augment the community model each night with the
changes that the user committed during the day.
Researchers. Our paper, together with recent related work [1,34],
shows that fine grained code changes are highly repetitive. This
opens up new research topics in mining fine-grained changes. First,
researchers can mine changes to actively help developers during
development: code completion, dynamically learned refactorings,
record/replay of bug fixes, etc. Second, they can mine changes to
learn and develop theories on the nature of software change, such as
building catalogs of software change building blocks, incorporating
change patterns into atomic changes via language and IDE design,
predicting the changes required for a task, etc.

10.

CONCLUSION

This work is the first that leverages the regularity of fine-grained
code changes in the context of API code-completion. Whereas the
previous approaches used the regularity of idioms of code tokens,
in this paper, we address the problem of API method recommendation by a statistical learning model that we train on fine-grained
code changes. When we mine these in a large corpus, the changes
belonging to higher-level intents will appear more frequently than
project-specific changes. Our thorough empirical evaluation shows
that A PI R EC improves over the state-of-the-art tools between 30–
160% for top-1 recommendations. It performs well even with a
one-time, minimal training dataset of 50 publicly available projects.
We found that training the model with the changes from individuals achieves higher accuracy than training with changes in their
entire projects. Thus, the recommender could be trained from a
large corpus of community projects, and an individual user could
further refine the model with their own changes.

11.
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